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Generalized Adaptive Network Coding Aided
Successive Relaying for Noncoherent Cooperation
Li Li, Li Wang, and Lajos Hanzo
Abstract—A generalized adaptive network coding (GANC)
scheme is conceived for a multi-user, multi-relay scenario, where
the multiple users transmit independent information streams to
a common destination with the aid of multiple relays. The pro-
posed GANC scheme is developed from adaptive network coded
cooperation (ANCC), which aims for a high ﬂexibility in order to:
1) allow arbitrary channel coding schemes to serve as the cross-
layer network coding regime; 2) provide any arbitrary trade-off
between the throughput and reliability by adjusting the ratio of
the source nodes and the cooperating relay nodes. Furthermore,
we incorporate the proposed GANC scheme in a novel successive
relaying aided network (SRAN) in order to recover the typical
50% half-duplex relaying-induced throughput loss. However, in
support of the coherent detection, in addition to carrying out all
the relaying functions, the relays have to estimate the Source-
to-Relay channels, which imposes a substantial extra energy
consumption and bit rate reduction owing to the inclusion of
pilots. Hence noncoherent detection is employed for eliminating
the power-hungry channel estimation. Finally, we intrinsically
amalgamate our GANC scheme with the joint network-channel
coding (JNCC) concept into a powerful three-stage concatenated
architecture relying on iterative detection, which is speciﬁcally
designed for the destination node (DN). The proposed scheme
is also capable of adapting to rapidly time-varying network
topologies, while relying on energy-efﬁcient detection.
Index Terms—Network coding, successive relaying, non-
coherent cooperation.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE family of cooperation techniques heralded by van
der Meulen in [1] is capable of achieving a beneﬁcial
uplink transmit diversity gain by forming a virtual antenna
array (VAA) from the distributed single-antenna-aided mo-
biles, where having a sufﬁcient spatial separation between
the transmit antennas for experiencing independent fading is
guaranteed. Substantial capacity-related advances were made
by Cover and El Gamal in [2] along with the conception
of some basic relaying protocols. Laneman et al. analysed
the decode-and-forward (DF) as well as amplify-and-forward
(AF) protocols in [3], which were extensively employed in the
contemporary investigations of cooperative networks.
The network coding concepts [4], [5] were originally pro-
posed for approaching the maximum achievable information
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ﬂow in a network by invoking simple coding schemes in the
intermediate routers. Since the behaviour of the intermediate
network coding relays similar to the relay nodes in the
DF aided cooperative network, cross-layer network coding
techniques were applied to the physical-layer of cooperative
schemes in [6]–[10] for the sake of reducing Bit Error Ratio
(BER), while enhancing the energy efﬁciency and/or the
bandwidth efﬁciency. More particularly, the theoretical bound
of the bit error probability of network coding was discussed
in [11], and the delay optimization problem of the cross-layer
network coding technique was analysed in [12].
Then the concept of “matching code-on-graph with
network-on-graph” technique was proposed by Bao and Li
in [13], where the network topology was transformed to a
bipartite graph of low-density-parity-check (LDPC) codes, or
LDPC-like codes. This transformation activates an LDPC code
to serve as the cross-layer network code (NC), and demon-
strates remarkable ﬂexibility in adapting to both network
topology changes and to link failures. Similarly, based on [9],
[10], Rebelatto et al. employed an attractive class of linear
block codes as the cross-layer NC in [14], and transformed
the problem of maximizing the cooperative diversity order
to the design of a linear block code deﬁned over the ﬁnite
Galois Field GF(q). In more practical approach, Hausl et
al. devised an energy-efﬁcient joint network-channel coding
(JNCC) scheme for network coded cooperation in [15]. Com-
pared to the separate network and Forward Error Correction
(FEC) coding scheme employed in [14], a further coding gain
can be achieved with the aid of JNCC.
However, all the practical systems proposed in [9], [10],
[13]–[15] for implementing network coded cooperation incur
a 50% half-duplex relaying-induced throughput loss, since
a practical transceiver cannot transmit and receive simulta-
neously. This simply halves the bandwidth efﬁciency. As a
remedy, the successive relaying aided network (SRAN) con-
cept was advocated in [16], [17], which is capable of almost
entirely recovering the 50% throughput loss. Furthermore, it is
hard to expect that in addition to the task of relaying, the relays
could altruistically afford the complex and power-hungry task
of channel estimation in support of coherent detection. Hence,
as an attractive design alternative, low-complexitynoncoherent
detection techniques dispensing with channel estimation are
proposed in conjunction with sophisticated soft-input soft-
output (SISO) multiple-symbol differential sphere detection
(MSDSD) [18].
Against this background, our novel contribution is
1) We extend the concept of “matching code-on-graphwith
network-on-graph” to arbitrary channel coding schemes,
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and conceive the required new signal processing and
transmission arrangements in support of this extension.
Consequently, a generalized adaptive network coding
(GANC) scheme is proposed for multi-user, multi-relay
scenarios.
2) We intrinsically amalgamate the successive relaying
protocol with the GANC philosophy to conceive a new
GANC aided SRAN based DS-CDMA system con-
cept. As a result, the typical 50% half-duplex relaying-
induced throughput loss is converted to a potential
user-load reduction for the CDMA system, since the
interference of the relays is avoided by invoking a pair
of low-correlation spreading codes.
3) Correspondingly, a generalized iterative detection based
three-stage transceiver architecture is created for the
proposed GANC aided SRAN, which efﬁciently detects
the information bits of different users.
Notation: Boldface characters are used to represent the
matrices and vectors. We will frequently represent a physical
object in the form of Xl
ij[k], where the superscript l and index
k are time domain indices, indicating the kth symbol duration
of the lth frame. Furthermore, the subscripts i and j represent
the network nodes and imply that X is associated with them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The transmis-
sion arrangement, the related signal processing, as well as the
major advantages of the proposed GANC aided cooperative
network are described in Section II. Then, we incorporate the
successive relaying protocol into the GANC aided cooperative
scheme in Section III. In Section IV, we design our transceiver
architecture, while the relevant simulation results are discussed
in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
The design-steps of the system are as follows:
1. We attempt to establish the basic framework of the pro-
posed GANC aided cooperative network, which is capa-
ble of accommodating arbitrary channel coding schemes
as our cross-layer NC, while remaining adaptive to both
network topology changes and to link failures.
2. We employ the nonbinary linear block (NBLB) coded
GANC and recursive systematic convolutional (RSC)
coded GANC as two design examples for clarifying
the transmission arrangement, the network codeword
construction method, the attainable diversity gain, as
well as the achievable throughput of our GANC regime.
3. We transplant our advanced GANC regime into a suc-
cessive relaying aided network for further improving the
achievable spectral efﬁciency.
4. We attempt to design an energy efﬁcient generalized
noncoherent iterative detection based transceiver for
realizing the proposed GANC aided SRAN.
II. BASIC MODEL OF GANC AIDED COOPERATION
Consider the uplink of a multiuser DS-CDMA system,
where a number of actively communicating Mobile Stations
(MS) may roam close to the edge of the DS-CDMA cell.
In order to improve the communication quality, some of
them, labelled as the Source Nodes (SN) in Fig. 1, namely
“s1,···,s N” may invoke GANC aided cooperation by relying
on the idle users roaming relatively close to the Base Station
relay group A
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Fig. 1. Basic framework of the proposed GANC aided cooperative network:
signal processing and transmission arrangement.
(BS), namely the Destination Node (DN) d as their Relay
Nodes (RN). Consequently, a GANC aided cooperative net-
work is created. In the GANC aided cooperative network, the
RNs, namely “a1,···,a M” have to negotiate with each other
and align their behaviours in support of the GANC scheme.
Hence the M RNs actually create a relaying group, which we
refer to as “relay group A”.
The path-loss gain achieved by the reduced transmission
distance experienced in conventional cooperative systems is
also exploited in this contribution. As detailed in [19], when
considering the nth SN sn and mth RN am, the average
path-loss reductions of the Source-to-Relay (SR) link and
Relay-to-Destination (RD) link with respect to the Source-
to-Destination (SD) link are given by Gsnam =

Dsnd
Dsnam
α
and Gamd =

Dsnd
Damd
α
, respectively, where the notation
Dij,i,j∈{ sn,a m,d} represents the distance from node i to
node j. Throughout this paper, the path-loss exponent is ﬁxed
to α =3for modelling an urban area. Then we assume that all
the channels involved in the GANC aided cooperative network
are conventional narrowband time-selective Rayleigh fading
channels. In more detail, the fading coefﬁcients hij[k],i,j ∈
{sn,a m,d} of the channelbetween node i and node j ﬂuctuate
according to the associated normalized Doppler frequency fij.
Furthermore, we assume having (W +N) users in the CDMA
system, namely the N desired users plus W interfering users.
As detailed in Section I, allowing arbitrary channel coding
schemes to serve as the cross-layer NC, while remaining
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is an important advantage of our GANC regime. Hence,
as an important design example, the nonbinary linear block
(NBLB) codes representing a typical class of channel codes
are employed as our cross-layer NC. The resultant nonbinary
linear block (NBLB) coded GANC regime is similar to the
Diversity Network Coding (DNC) regime of [10] or to the
Generalized Distributed Network Coding (GDNC) regime
of [14]. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate in the ensuing
subsections that comparedto the existing regimes of [10], [14],
our scheme is capable of achieving the same diversity order,
but our solution in terms of adjusting the trade-off between the
achievable throughput and the attainable diversity gain has a
high ﬂexibility. Moreover, our scheme will additionally beneﬁt
from a reduced propagation distance. As another design exam-
ple, recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes invoked
as our cross-layer NC are also analysed. We will reveal that
the resultant RSC coded GANC regime is also capable of
adapting to both network topology changesand to link failures,
while striking the same compromise between the achievable
throughput and the attainable diversity gain as its nonbinary
linear block coded counterpart.
A. Transmission Arrangement
In the proposed GANC aided cooperative network, we
segment the source transmissions into identical-length trans-
mission frames of K symbols. This implies that the signal
frame Sl
n transmitted from the nth SN during the lth frame
is given by
Sl
n =

Sl
n[1],Sl
n[2],···,Sl
n[K]
T
, (1)
where Sl
n[k] represents the kth symbol in Sl
n. The asso-
ciated information-bit stream carried by Sl
n is represented
by ul
n. Speciﬁcally, in the NBLB coded GANC regime,
we further divide Sl
n into T1 identical-length signal blocks
in the form of Sl
n =

Sl
n{1},Sl
n{2},···,Sl
n{T1}

.T h e
resultant information-bit stream ul
n is simultaneously split
into T1 identical-length information-bit packets in the form of
ul
n =

ul
n{1},ul
n{2},···,ul
n{T1}

, where an information-
bit packet ul
n{t1} has b bits. The time required for transmitting
a signal block Sl
n{t1} is treated as a standard time slot, namely
TSlot.
The network coding algorithm can be realized with the aid
of decoding, re-encoding, as well as re-modulation in the DF
based RN. Similar to [9], [10], [13], [14], the proposed GANC
aided cooperative network also employs the DF protocol.
Observe during the “(a) Broadcast Phase” of Fig. 1 that, the
N SNs {sn}N
n=1 simultaneously broadcast N signal frames
{Sl
n}N
n=1 during the broadcast phase, whose time duration is
TBroadcast. Meanwhile, every RN of the relay group A seen in
Fig. 1 switches to listening mode in order to receive {Sl
n}N
n=1.
When ignoring the interference imposed by the interfering
users, i.e. assuming W =0 , we obtain the kth received signal
of the lth frame at the RN am as1
yl
am[k]=
N 
n=1

Gsnamhl
snam[k]Sl
n[k]Csn + nl
am[k], (2)
where Csn represents the user-speciﬁc pseudo-noise (PN)
sequence employed by the nth SN sn of the DS-
CDMA system. The spread AWGN vector nl
am[k] obeys
E{nl
am[k]nl
am
H
[k]} = 1
Qσ2IQ,w h e r eQ is the spreading
factor of Csn, while IQ is the identity matrix having a
dimension of Q. Then the RN am decodes yl
am,a n dr e -
encodes, as well as re-modulates the detected bits according to
our speciﬁc signal processing scheme, which will be described
in Section II-B. Consequently, the signal frame Pl+1
am ,w h i c h
will be forwarded by the RN am in the consecutive cooperative
phase is prepared. In the same broadcast phase, the kth
received signal of the lth frame at the DN d is given by
y
l
d[k]=
N 
n=1

Gsndh
l
snd[k]S
l
n[k]Csn + n
l
d[k]. (3)
The overall transmissions during the broadcast phase are
overlapped in the same duration of TBroadcast, but separated
by different PN sequences.
During the consecutive cooperative phase, whose time dura-
tion is TCooperative, all of the N SNs remain silent. Meanwhile,
all of the M RNs of the relay group A switch to their
transmission mode, where the signal frames {Pl+1
am }M
m=1 are
simultaneously forwarded to the DN. The associated kth
received signal of the (l +1 ) st frame at the DN is given by
y
l+1
d [k]=
M 
m=1

Gamdh
l+1
amd[k]P l+1
am [k]Cam + n
l+1
d [k], (4)
w h e r ew eh a v ePl+1
am =

P l+1
am [1],Pl+1
am [2],···,Pl+1
am [K]
T
.
The PN sequence Cam is employed by the RN am to spread
its forwarded signals P l+1
am [k]. Similar to the broadcast phase,
the overall transmissions during the cooperative phase are
overlapped in the same duration of TCooperative, but separated
by the PN sequences assigned to the M idle users in the DS-
CDMA uplink, i.e. to the M RNs of relay group A. When
employing the NBLB coded GANC regime, we further divide
Pl+1
am into T2 identical-length signal blocks in the form of
Pl+1
am =

Pl+1
am {1},Pl+1
am {2},···,Pl+1
am {T2}

. Consequently,
the parity-bit stream pl
am carried by Pl+1
am is simultaneously
split into T2 identical-length parity-bit packets in the form of
pl
am =

pl
am{1},pl
am{2},···,pl
am{T2}

, where a parity-bit
packet pl
am{t2} has b bits.
The transmission arrangement during the broadcast phase
and that during the cooperative phase will be alternately
activated during the consecutive transmission frames. In this
contribution, the broadcast phase and cooperative phase al-
ways have the same time duration, i.e. we have TBroadcast =
TCooperative;T1 = T2.
1Since it is difﬁcult to realize perfect synchronization among the users, we
assume an asynchronous multiuser CDMA system. By contrast, we assume
that perfect synchronization is achieved within the GANC aided cooperative
network based on the fact that the total number of its component nodes will
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B. Signal Processing at the Relay Group A
Observe at the top block of Fig. 1 that speciﬁcally designed
signal processing is implemented at the relay group A in order
to realize the GANC scheme. When considering a single RN
am, relying on the DS-CDMA principle [20], after applying
the chip-waveform matched-ﬁlter to the waveform of Csn,t h e
received signal yl
am[k] of (2) is despread to yield
zl
sn[k]=

Gsnamhl
snam[k]Sl
n[k]+Il
sPartam[k]+nl
am[k], (5)
where the signal component contributed by the nth SN sn
is retained, while the multiple access interference (MAI)
Il
sPartam[k] imposed by the other (N − 1) SNs is suppressed,
which is formulated as
Il
sPartam[k]=
N 
i=1, =n

Gsiamhl
siam[k]Sl
i[k]γsisn, (6)
where γsisn represents the cross-correlation (CCL) between
Csi and Csn. Consequently, multiple despread signal frames
{zl
sn}N
n=1 are generated at the RN am, where we have zl
sn =

zl
sn[1],zl
sn[2], ···,zl
sn[K]
T
.
After forwarding the despread signal frame zl
sn to the
decoder of am, the estimate ˆ ul
n of the original information-
bit stream ul
n is generated. Speciﬁcally, when employing the
RSC code as our cross-layer NC, the RN activated should
be capable of perfectly detecting all the SN’s information-
bit streams {ul
n}N
n=1, which is a necessary requirement of
the RSC coded GANC. For satisfying this requirement, we
have to appropriately construct the source group and relay
group A. Let R denote the entire RN resource pool, which
consists of the idle users roaming between the SNs and DN.
The speciﬁc RNs, which perfectly decoded the information-
bit stream ul
n transmitted by the SN sn, are selected from
R for the sake of constructing the subset Rsn. Consequently,
when the source group is constituted by {sn}N
n=1,w h e r et h e
maximum relay group set in the RSC coded GANC is given
by {Rs1 ∩R s2 ∩···∩R sN}, which implies that we should
set “relay gourp A ⊆{ R s1 ∩R s2 ∩···∩R sN}”.
During the network coding stage, the N SNs create a source
group, while the M RNs form the relay group A. Inspired by
the “matching code-on-graph with network-on-graph” concept
of [13], our basic regime conceived for the proposed GANC
consists of three steps:
(1) Assign the ratio of the source group size2 and the relay
group size to the coding rate Rcode of the cross-layer
NC, which is formulated as
Rcode =
N
N + M
. (7)
(2) Specify the generator matrix of the cross-layer NC.
(3) Distribute the parity bits pl
total generated by the GANC
scheme among the M RNs.
When employing the NBLB codes as our cross-layer NC,
we consecutively concatenate each estimated information-bit
packet ˆ ul
n for the sake of constructing the entire input of the
cross-layer NC encoder - ˆ ul
total. This process is represented
2The size of the source group is given by the number of SNs included in
the source group. A similar deﬁnition is stipulated for the relay group size.
by the dashed arrow at the top of Fig. 1. Hence we have
ˆ ul
total =

ˆ ul
1, ˆ ul
2,···, ˆ ul
N

. For the NBLB coded GANC, the
basic signal processing framework of relay group A depicted
at the top of Fig. 1 is further detailed in Fig. 2, which may
be formulated as

u
l
total,p
l
total

= ˆ u
l
total · G, (8)
where G =[ α | β] is the systematic generator matrix of a
nonbinary linear block code, which serves as our cross-layer
NC. The speciﬁc part of G, which is denoted by α is an NT1-
dimensional identity matrix. Then we have β ∈ CNT1×MT2.
Since the entire input ˆ ul
total in (8) consists of NT1 information-
bit packets and because we have T1 = T2, the dimension of
G is in line with the cross-layer coding rate given in (7).
Observe in Fig. 2 that a parity-bit packet pl
am{t2},w h i c h
is generated by RN am during the broadcast phase, is given
by
pl
am{t2} =
N 
n=1
T1 
t1=1
β
n,t1
m,t2ˆ ul
n{t1}, (9)
which will be forwarded to DN d in the tth
2 time slot during
the consecutive cooperative phase. For the sake of adapting
to link failures, if we have ˆ ul
n{t1}  = ul
n{t1} in the RN
am, the corresponding coding coefﬁcients {β
n,t1
m,t2}
T2
t2=1 in
Fig. 2 are ﬁxed to zero value. Hence all the parity-bit packets
{pl
am{t2}}
T2
t2=1 generated at the RN am are irrelevant to
ˆ ul
n{t1}, because we discard this corrupted data. Let Dn,t1
denote the speciﬁc set of RNs, which succeed in correctly
decoding ul
n{t1} during the broadcast phase. Correspondingly,
the number of RNs contained in the set Dn,t1 is denoted
by |Dn,t1|.L e tDn,t1(I) denote the set of all information-
bit packets correctly decoded by the RNs in the set Dn,t1
during the broadcast phase, including ul
n{t1} itself. Similarly,
the number of information-bit packets contained in the set
Dn,t1(I) is denoted by |Dn,t1(I)|. According to [5], [10],
the generator matrix G seen in Fig. 2 should allow us to
recover the entire information-bit packet set Dn,t1(I) from
any correctly decoded |Dn,t1(I)| packets3 at the DN for the
sake of maximizing the diversity order of the NBLB coded
GANC. The generator matrix construction method introduced
in [14] satisﬁes this requirement, hence it may be employed
for specifying the coefﬁcients β
n,t1
m,t2 in (9).
Observe at the DN that, the systematic part of the whole
network codeword, i.e. the ul
total part of

ul
total,pl
total

,i s
gleaned from the Source-to-Destination transmissions during
the broadcast phase, while, the remaining parity part pl
total = 
pl
a1,pl
a2,···,pl
aM

is gleaned from the Relay-to-Destination
transmissions during the cooperative phase. Hence the DN
may ﬁrst individually decode every ul
n{t1} and pl
am{t2}
vectors, and then jointly decodes {{ul
n{t1}}
T1
t1=1}N
n=1 based
on the structure of the cross-layer NC illustrated in Fig. 2.
Then, in the RSC coded GANC, we generate ˆ ul
n = ul
n,n∈
{1,2,···,N} at every RN as a beneﬁt of our relay group se-
lection strategy introduced at the beginning of this subsection.
Similar to the NBLB coded GANC, at the RN we concatenate
3This |Dn,t1(I)| packets should belong to the packet set, which is related
to the information-bit packet set Dn,t1(I) and consists of |Dn,t1(I)| +
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the systematic generator matrix and the network coding process engaged in the NBLB coded GANC.
every detected ul
n for creating a single information-bit stream
in the form of

ul
1,ul
2,···,ul
N

. However, for the sake of
eliminating the ensuing fading-induced correlation among the
symbols of the signal frames Sl
n and Pl+1
am , the combined
detected information-bit stream

ul
1,ul
2,···,ul
N

is further
interleaved. This operation is represented by the notation “π0”
in Fig. 1. Hence the entire input of the cross-layer NC becomes
ul
total = Interleaver

ul
1,ul
2,···,ul
N
	
, which consists of
NT1b bits. According to the ﬁrst step of the proposed basic
GANC regime, a

N
N+M

-rate RSC code is employed at the
RN as the cross-layer NC. Naturally, its generator polynomials
should aim for maximizing the RSC code’s free distance dfree,
because maximizing the free distance of the

N
N+M

-rate
RSC code is equivalent to maximizing the diversity order of
the associated GANC aided cooperative network, which will
be revealed in Section II-C.
After ﬁxing the cross-layer NC, the overall signal process-
ing carried out in relay group A for the RSC coded GANC is
further detailed in Fig. 3. The resultant network codeword c
may be formulated as
c =

ul
total,pl
total

= ul
total · G = ul
total · [ I | P ], (10)
where G is the systematic generator matrix of the

N
N+M

-
rate RSC code, while I is an NT1b-dimensional identity
matrix, and P ∈ CNT1b×MT2b.S i n c eul
total consists of NT1b
bits, according to the coding rate of

N
N+M

and bearing in
mind that we have T1 = T2, pl
total will consist of MT2b bits,
which is further split into M parity-bit streams {pl
am}M
m=1,
where every parity-bit stream pl
am consists of T2b bits.
The network encoding process represented by (10) and
the ensuing partitioning of pl
total, i.e. we consecutively split
pl
total into M parity-bit streams {pl
am}M
m=1, are implemented
at every RN of relay group A. Hence we obtain pl
total = 
pl
a1,pl
a2,···,pl
aM

at every RN. According to the third step
of the proposed basic GANC regime outlined in this section,
the RN a1 may be only responsible for the transmission of the
parity-bit stream pl
a1. Hence pl
a1 is extracted from pl
total,a n d
re-encoded, as well as re-modulated for creating the signal
frame Pl+1
a1 at the RN a1, which will be further forwarded
from the RN a1 to the DN d during the cooperative phase.
Similar operations will be carried out in all the other RNs
am,m =2 ,3,···,M. This allocation of the parity part of
the network codeword c is also illustrated at the lower right
corner of Fig. 3.
C. Advantages of GANC Aided Cooperation
For the NBLB coded GANC, the achievable diversity order
is given by4
DGANC =( M −| D n,t1|)+|Dn,t1|T2 +1 , (11)
w h e r ew eh a v e|Dn,t1|∈[0,M]. Hence the range of DGANC
is given by
M +1≤ DGANC ≤ MT2 +1 . (12)
According to (11), the diversity order of the proposed NBLB
coded GANC is almost the same as that of the DNC regime
proposed in [10] or that of the GDNC scheme proposed in
[14]. The only difference is that the minimum value of |Dn,t1|
equals to 1 in the DNC or GDNC regime, since the SN
continues to serve as the RN in [10], [14], whilst, it drops
to 0 in our system, since we employ other idle users as our
RNs.
Let us now analyse the diversity order of the RSC coded
GANC. Let {c1,c2,···,cM} represent the set of all the
legitimate network codewords generated from (10). Since the
input information-bit stream ul
total of the RSC code exploited
4According to the similarity, the diversity derivation of the generalized
dynamic-network codes (GDNC) exhibited in [14] can be straightforwardly
applied to here. For the space economy, we omit the detailed derivation of
(11) and refer to [14, Section V] for further information.LI et al.: GENERALIZED ADAPTIVE NETWORK CODING AIDED SUCCESSIVE RELAYING FOR NONCOHERENT COOPERATION 1755
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the network coding process engaged in the RSC coded GANC.
in (10) has NT1b bits, the total number of all the legiti-
mate network codewords is M =2 NT1b. Then, let ci(k)
denote the kth bit of network codeword ci, where we have
k ∈{ 1,2,···,NT 1b+MT2b}. According to [21, Chapter 3],
when experiencing an i.i.d CN(0,1) Rayleigh fading channel,
the upper bound of the overall probability of erroneously
decoding the network codeword c in (10) is given by
Poutage ≤
4dfree
M

i =j
1
δij
SNR
−dfree ≤
4dfree (M−1)
mini =j δij
SNR
−dfree,
(13)
where δij is the squared product distance between ci and cj,
which is evaluated as
δij =
NT1b+MT2b 

k=1
|ci(k) − cj(k)|2. (14)
As stated in [22] and in [23, Section III], the free distance
of a systematic convolutional code is upper bounded by the
minimum distance of the associated best linear block code.
When considering the Singleton bound [24, Chapter 7], the
achievable free distance dfree is given by
dfree =( NT1b + MT2b) − (NT1b)+1=MT2b +1 . (15)
In order to represent the upper bound of Poutage in a block-
based form, after substituting (15) into (13), we arrive at
Poutage ≤
42(MT2b+1) (M−1)
mini =j δij

1
4SNR
bMT2+ 1
b
≤
42(MT2b+1) (M−1)
mini =j δij
(Pe)
MT2+ 1
b , (16)
where Pe is the outage probability of a signal block (i.e. of an
information-bit packet), which has the same deﬁnition as that
given in [10, (2)]. Based on (16), the block based diversity
order of our RSC coded GANC is given by
DGANC = MT2 +
1
b
≈ MT2 +1 . (17)
Hence, observe from (12) that, if perfect detection is achieved
at every RN pertaining to the relay group A5, the RSC coded
GANC becomes capable of achieving the same diversity order
5For the NBLB coded GANC, it means that |Dn,t1| in (11) equals to M.
as the NBLB coded GANC, or the DNC of [10], or the GDNC
of [14].
Then, the average throughput of the whole system may
be quantiﬁed by the ratio of the total number of transmitted
information bits divided by the number of orthogonal time
slots and codes required, which is similar to the concept
of the overall rate deﬁned in [14, (14)]. In line with [10],
[13], [14], we also assume that every node in our GANC
aided cooperative network transmits its messages at the same
rate of X bits/s. Therefore, according to the transmission
arrangement illustrated in Fig. 1 and bearing in mind that we
have TBroadcast = TCooperative, the average throughput of our
GANC aided cooperative network is given by
Tave =
Transmitted information
  
N · TBroadcast · X
N · TBroadcast + M · TCooperative   
Consumed orthogonal channels
=
N
N + M
·X bits/s.
(18)
Recall that in the ANCC regime of [13], the throughput Tave is
inherently constrained to 1
2, since each SN will also serve as
a RN during the cooperative phase, while in the DNC regime
of [10] and GDNC regime of [14] different Tave values can
be achieved by varying the broadcast phase to cooperative
phase duration. By contrast, based on (12), (17), and (18),
our GANC aided cooperative network is capable of striking
an arbitrary trade-off between the attainable diversity gain
and the achievable throughput by appropriately adjusting the
relay group size (or source group size). Since there may be
an abundant supply of RN candidates constituted by the idle
mobile users in the DS-CDMA uplink for constructing the
relay group A, it is entirely unproblematic to allow nodes
to join or disjoin the source group or the relay group A.
Hence the technique of adjusting the diversity order and/or
throughput facilitated by our GANC regime exhibits a high
ﬂexibility.
Furthermore, since the RNs relied upon in our GANC
regime are selected from the set of idle users of the DS-
CDMA system, we may argue that the user-speciﬁc PN se-
quence Cam assigned to the RN am may be readily exploited
by our GANC aided cooperative network. Hence we may
argue that the GANC aided cooperative network only requires
TCooperative orthogonal time slots during the cooperative phase.1756 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 61, NO. 5, MAY 2013
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Fig. 4. The framework of a typical SRAN.
Consequently, the average throughput Tave in (18) becomes
Tave =
N · TBroadcast · X
N · TBroadcast + TCooperative
=
N
N +1
·X bits/s. (19)
As a result, the previously mentioned trade-off between the
attainable diversity gain and achievable throughput may also
be interpreted as a trade-off between the achievable transmis-
sion integrity of our GANC aided cooperative network and
the potential user-load reduction of the DS-CDMA system.
Based on the analysis of the two typical applications of
the proposed GANC regime employing NBLB codes and
RSC codes as the cross-layer NC, respectively, it may be
concluded that for a moderate network size, where the RNs
are capable of affording a relatively high detection complexity,
the RSC coded GANC scheme is preferred. By contrast,
the NBLB coded GANC scheme will be preferred for large
networks, especially when the RNs have different error cor-
rection capability. In more depth, it also reveals that the
basic framework of our GANC aided cooperative network
depicted in Fig. 1 is capable of accommodating arbitrary
channel coding schemes as our cross-layer NC, while retaining
its adaptivity to both network topology changes and to link
failures. Alternatively, the solutions of [13] and [14] may be
treated as two speciﬁc realizations of our proposed GANC
algorithm. Compared to the existing advanced network coding
schemes of [10], [13], [14], our GANC aided cooperative
network achieves a beneﬁcial trade-off between the attainable
diversity gain and the achievable throughput. Furthermore,
our GANC aided cooperative network further beneﬁts from
the path-loss reduction achieved in the Source-to-Relay and
Relay-to-Destination links, which will be demonstrated in
Section V.
III. INCORPORATION OF SUCCESSIVE RELAYING
As stated in Section II-C, although the PN sequence Cam
may be readily available for relaying, the proposed GANC
aided regime still incurs a relative throughput loss of at least
1
N+1, as the result of obeying the basic half-duplex three-
terminal cooperative network arrangement. Hence, in order to
recover the throughput loss, we amalgamated the successive
relaying regime proposed in [16], [17] with our GANC aided
cooperative scheme.
The DF based SRAN regime is portrayed in Fig. 4, where
the SN s1 employs two relays, namely a1 and b1 to alternately
assist its Up Link (UL) transmissions. In more detail, in Phase
0o fF i g .4 ,s1 broadcasts its information stream, while a1
listens to s1 and b1 remains silent. Then, in Phase 1 of Fig. 4,
s1 continues to broadcast its next information stream, while a1
decodes, re-encodes and forwards the signals received from s1
relay group A relay group A
MAI
IRI
IRI
MAI
MAI
relay group B
d d
relay group B
(a) Even Phase (b) Odd Phase
MAI
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bE
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the GANC aided SRAN.
during Phase 0 and b1 listens to s1.B yc o n t r a s t ,i nP h a s e2o f
Fig. 4, s1 broadcasts its third information stream, but the roles
of a1 and b1 are reversed. In the future phases, the transmission
scheduling of Phase 1 and 2 portrayed in Fig. 4 are repeated.
A critical problem of the SRAN is the successive relaying-
induced inferences generated both at the RN and at the DN
[16], [25], namely the inter-relay interference (IRI) and the
co-channel interference (CCI), respectively. Observe in Fig. 4
that the IRI arises due to the fact that the signal forwarded
by one of the two RNs will contaminate the reception of the
signal broadcast by the SN at the other RN. By contrast, the
CCI arises due to the fact that the signal forwarded by the
RN and that broadcast by SN may simultaneously arrive at
the DN, where these signals will interfere with each other.
By adding another relay group, namely “relay group B” to
the basic model of our GANC aided cooperation portrayed
in Fig. 1, as well as simultaneously replacing the previous
transmission arrangement described in Section II-A by the
successive relaying regime, we arrive at the GANC aided
SRAN seen in Fig. 56.
Observe in Fig. 5 that the relay group B consists of E
RNs, namely “b1,···,b E”, which also uses the same signal
processing as that detailed in Section II-B for relay group
A. Consequently, when relay group B listens to the source
group during the odd phase of Fig. 5, each RN be generates
its transmission frame Pl
be =

P l
be[1],···,Pl
be[K]
T
,w h i c h
carries the parity-bit stream pl
be. Then, the RN be forwards the
signal frame Pl
be to the DN during the even phase. Similar to
[16], [17], we assume that the GANC aided SRAN constituted
by the source group, the relay groups A and B, as well as
6The transmission arrangements of the ﬁrst and last phases in the SRAN
are different from the other phases, as also seen in [26, Fig.1]. Nevertheless,
when the total number of transmission phases in the SRAN is sufﬁcently high,
we may use the transmission arrangements of two typical phases, e.g. Phases
1 and 2 of Fig. 4 to summarize the entire transmission arrangement of the
SRAN, where the slight inaccuracies incurred during the ﬁrst and last phases
are ignored. Similarly, the holistic transmission arrangement of the GANC
aided SRAN is summarized in the form of two typical phases, namely the
“Even Phase” and “Odd Phase” in Fig. 5.LI et al.: GENERALIZED ADAPTIVE NETWORK CODING AIDED SUCCESSIVE RELAYING FOR NONCOHERENT COOPERATION 1757
the common DN d portrayed in Fig. 5 are perfectly aligned
in the time-domain by forming a synchronous system. Hence
the kth signal of the lth frame received at the DN during the
even phase of the GANC aided SRAN is given by
y
l
d[k]=
N 
n=1

Gsndh
l
snd[k]S
l
n[k]Csn+
E 
e=1

Gbedh
l
bed[k]P
l
be[k]Cbe+
W 
w=1

Gswdh
l
swd[k]S
l
w[k]Csw + n
l
d[k], (20)
where we have l =0 ,2,4,···. Then the kth signal of the
(l +1 ) st frame received at the DN in the consecutive odd
phase of the GANC aided SRAN is given by
y
l+1
d [k]=
N 
n=1

Gsndh
l+1
snd[k]S
l+1
n [k]Csn+
M 
m=1

Gamdh
l+1
amd[k]P
l+1
am [k]Cam+
W 
w=1

Gswdh
l+1
swd[k]Sl+1
w [k]Csw + n
l+1
d [k]. (21)
According to the signal processing stipulated in Section II-B
and to the transmission arrangement of the GANC aided
SRAN portrayed in Fig. 5, the N signal frames {Sl
n}N
n=1
broadcast by the source group in the lth frame (the even phase
of Fig. 5) and the M signal frames {Pl+1
am }M
m=1 forwarded
by the relay group A in the (l +1 ) st frame (the odd phase
of Fig. 5) correspond to the information part and parity-
bit part of the cross-layer NC output in the relay group A,
respectively. Hence the receiver at the DN should collect
these two types of signal frames in order to jointly detect
the original information-bit streams {ul
n}N
n=1. However, ac-
cording to (20), the information-bearing symbols {Sl
n[k]}N
n=1
contaminate each other and are further contaminated by the
other signal components of yl
d[k], which impose CCI and
MAI. The symbols {P l+1
am [k]}M
m=1 in (21) incur a similar
interference problem. Fortunately, as a beneﬁt of operating
our GANC aided SRAN in the context of a DS-CDMA
system, we may exploit the DS-CDMA philosophy to retain
the desired componentin yl
d[k] (or y
l+1
d [k]), while suppressing
the interference components.
Similar to the operations involved in (5), when the chip-
waveform matched-ﬁlter of the DN is matched to the wave-
form of Csn, the symbol Sl
n[k] directly transmitted by the
SN sn will contribute the main component of the despread
signal yl
d[k], while the other components of (20) - including
all the other information bearing symbols {Sl
i[k]}N
i=1, =n -
become the interference components. The associated output
of the chip-waveform matched-ﬁlter is given by
z
l
sn[k]=

Gsndh
l
snd[k]S
l
n[k]+
Il
sPartd[k]+Il
bAlld[k]+Il
MAI[k]+nl
d[k], (22)
where we have
Il
sPartd[k]=
N 
i=1, =n

Gsidhl
sid[k]Sl
i[k]γsisn,
I
l
bAlld[k]=
E 
e=1

Gbedh
l
bed[k]P
l
be[k]γbesn,
I
l
MAI[k]=
W 
w=1

Gswdh
l
swd[k]S
l
w[k]γswsn. (23)
The CCL between the PN sequences Ci and Cj is com-
monly represented by γij,i,j∈{ sn,a m,b e,
sw}. We employ the Gold sequence set having a spreading
factor of Q. Then, we speciﬁcally assign the PN sequences
in order to guarantee that the CCL between any two nodes
in the GANC aided SRAN constituted by the source group
and the relay groups A as well as B is −1/Q. Let us deﬁne
the transmit power of the SN sn in a conventional single-
link direct-transmission (DT) based DS-CDMA uplink as PDT
sn .
For the sake of a fair comparison, we assume that the overall
transmit power of the system employing the proposed GANC
aided SRAN and that of the system operating without a GANC
aided SRAN are identical, which implies that
N 
n=1
Psn +
E 
e=1
Pbe =
N 
n=1
Psn +
M 
m=1
Pam = N ·P
DT
sn , (24)
where Psn, Pbe and Pam represent the transmit powers of the
SN sn,t h eR Nbe and the RN am in the GANC aided SRAN,
respectively. In this contribution, the system’s equivalent SNR
is deﬁned as SNR =1 0l o g 10

P
DT
sn
N0

,w h e r eN0 represents
the receiver’s noise. In the ensuing Section V, we will manage
the transmit signal power of the SNs and RNs according to
(24).
Furthermore, we also assume that the DS-CDMA based
GANC aided SRAN beneﬁts from perfect power control.
Hence, as observed at the DN d of Fig. 5, all the received
signals transmitted by the different users i.e. {sn}N
n=1 and
{sw}W
w=1 should have the same signal power of Ps. Based
on our previous assumption of having perfect synchronisation
within the GANC aided SRAN, the variances of the variables
Il
sPartd[k] and Il
bAlld[k] may be evaluated as
Var

Il
sPartd

=( N − 1)
Ps
Q2;Var

Il
bAlld

=
E 
e=1
GbedPbe
Q2 .
(25)
However, it is challenging to maintain perfect synchronisation
across the entire DS-CDMA system, especially when con-
sidering the UL of a high-load scenario. Hence we assume
that the transmissions {sw}W
w=1 of the W interfering users
are asynchronous with the transmissions {sn}N
n=1 of the N
desired users. Then, based on the central limit theorem [24],
the summation of W independent random variables may be
modelled by the Gaussian distribution. Hence the component
Il
MAI[k] in (22) may be approximated by a Gaussian variable.
In line with [20], [27], by exploiting the Standard Gaussian
Approximation method [28] derived by Pursley, the variance
of the MAI in an asynchronous DS-CDMA system experienc-
ing Rayleigh fading channels i.e. Il
MAI[k] may be approximated1758 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 61, NO. 5, MAY 2013
by
Var

I
l
MAI

≈
1
3Q
W 
w=1
(GswdPsw)=W
Ps
3Q
. (26)
As stated before, in order to detect the original information-
bit streams {ul
n}N
n=1, we also have to extract every symbol
P l+1
am [k] from the received signal y
l+1
d [k] at the DN. Hence,
similar to the operations invoked for generating zl
sn[k] of (22),
we match the chip-waveform matched-ﬁlter to the waveform
of Cam of the (l +1 ) st frame. Then, we input the received
signal y
l+1
d [k] to the chip-matched ﬁlter. The associated output
is given by
zl+1
am [k]=

Gamdh
l+1
amd[k]P l+1
am [k]+
I
l+1
aPartd[k]+I
l+1
sAlld[k]+I
l+1
MAI[k]+n
l+1
d [k], (27)
where we have
I
l+1
aPartd[k]=
M 
j=1, =m

Gajdh
l+1
ajd[k]P l+1
aj [k]γajam,
I
l+1
sAlld[k]=
N 
n=1

Gsndh
l+1
snd[k]Sl+1
n [k]γsnam,
I
l+1
MAI[k]=
W 
w=1

Gswdh
l+1
swd[k]Sl+1
w [k]γswam. (28)
Similar to the derivations of (25) and (26), the variances of
the interference components I
l+1
aPartd[k], I
l+1
sAlld[k] and I
l+1
MAI[k] in
(27) may be evaluated as
Var

I
l+1
aPartd

=
M 
j=1, =m
GajdPaj
Q2 ,Var

I
l+1
sAlld

= N
Ps
Q2,
Var

I
l+1
MAI

= W
Ps
3Q
. (29)
According to (22) and (27), the estimates {zl
sn[k]}N
n=1
of the information-bearing symbols {Sl
n[k]}N
n=1 and the
estimates {zl+1
am [k]}M
m=1 of the parity-bit bearing symbols
{P l+1
am [k]}M
m=1 become available for the decoding of the cross-
layer NC. Furthermore, according to the symmetry of the
GANC aided SRAN, the despread signals {zl+1
sn [k]}N
n=1 and
{z
l+2
be [k]}E
e=1 - which correspond to the information part and
parity part of the cross-layer NC codeword - will be exploited
by the cross-layer NC decoder for detecting the original
information-bit streams7 {ul+1
n }N
n=1. This process is similar
to that speciﬁed by (20), (21), (22) and (27).
Furthermore, recall our arguments from Section II-C,
namely that the PN sequences used by the RNs are readily
available for our GANC aided SRAN, because they have
already been assigned to the inactive users appointed as RNs.
From this perspective, the average throughput Tave of the
GANC aided SRAN is capable of approaching X bits/s, which
represents the fact that in our GANC aided SRAN, the SNs
are allowed to continuously broadcast their information-bit
streams, namely during both the broadcast and cooperative
phases. In order to visualize the throughput improvement
achieved by our GANC aided SRAN, the average throughputs
7The information-bit streams {u
l+1
n }N
n=1 are broadcast in the (l + 1)st
frame and are represented by the dashed lines in the odd phase of Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. The average throughput comparison among different network coding
regimes.
of different network coding regimes are compared in Fig. 6,
where all the benchmarkers maintain the same diversity order
for the sake of a fair comparison. In more detail, from the top
to the bottom, the surfaces portrayed in Fig. 6 correspond
to the average throughputs achieved by our GANC aided
SRAN, by our GANC assisted basic cooperative network, by
the GDNC regime of [14] and by the DNC regime of [10],
respectively. Then, the relay groups A and B are independent
of each other, which implies that the size of the relay group B
and the channel code used as the cross-layer NC of relay group
B can be different from that of relay group A. This indicates
the convenient ﬂexibility of the proposed GANC aided SRAN,
again.
IV. NONCOHERENT ITERATIVE DETECTION BASED
TRANSCEIVER DESIGN
Having introduced our GANC aided SRAN, we now need
an appropriate practical transceiver. Since employing nonbi-
nary liner block codes as the cross-layer NC had also been
discussed in the context of other network coding regimes
[10], [13], [14], we would like to dedicate more attention to
our RSC code based GANC regime both in this transceiver
design section and in the ensuing simulation section. Hence we
designed the noncoherent iterative detection aided architecture
of Fig. 7. Without loss of generality, in Fig. 7, we assume that
the size of the source group is N =3 . The relay groups A and
B have the same size of M = E =2and employ the same
cross-layer NC. Given the similarity of the information-bit
streams {ul
n}N
n=1 and {ul+1
n }N
n=1 at the DN d,w h i c hw e r e
discussed in Section III8, we only discuss the detection of
8As indicated in Section III, {ul
n}N
n=1 is broadcast during the lth frame,
which is related to the solid lines during the even phase of Fig. 5. We collect
the despread signals {zl
sn}N
n=1 and {zl+1
am }M
m=1 in order to implement
cross-layer NC decoding at the DN d during the (l + 1)st frame. Similarly,
{ul+1
n }N
n=1 is broadcast during the (l + 1)st frame, which is related to
the dashed lines in the odd phase of Fig. 5. We collect the despread signals
{z
l+1
sn }N
n=1 and {z
l+2
be }E
e=1 to detect {u
l+1
n }N
n=1 at the DN d during the
(l +2 ) nd frame.LI et al.: GENERALIZED ADAPTIVE NETWORK CODING AIDED SUCCESSIVE RELAYING FOR NONCOHERENT COOPERATION 1759
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Fig. 7. The architecture of the noncoherent iterative detection assisted GANC aided SRAN.
{ul
n}N
n=1 in Fig. 7. Furthermore, for simplicity, the superscript
l is omitted from now on.
A. Source Node Architecture
In order to signiﬁcantly enhance the error correction capa-
bility of the decoder, channel coding is invoked as an essential
part of contemporary communication systems. Hence the clas-
sic RSC code having a coding rate of Rcode = 1
2 is employed
at each SN sn for encoding the original information-bit stream
un. In addition to the complex task of relaying, the RNs
have to afford the power-hungry estimation of SR channels
in support of coherent detection. Furthermore, the overhead
of channel estimation also reduces the system’s bandwidth
efﬁciency. Hence, for the sake of obviating the extra energy
and bandwidth consumption imposed by employing coherent
detection, a differentially-encodedQPSK (DQPSK) modulator
is amalgamated with a half-rate RSC channel encoder for
generating the signal frame Sn, which dispenses with pilot-
based channel estimation9.
B. Relay Node Architecture
The SISO-MSDSD algorithm was devised by Pauli et
al. [18] in support of soft-decision-aided iterative detection
schemes in the context of noncoherent detection based com-
munication systems. As a state-of-the-art noncoherent de-
tection technique, it strikes an attractive trade-off between
the BER performance attained and the complexity imposed.
Hence the SISO-MSDSD scheme may be adopted as the ﬁrst
component decoder of the RN’s receiver in Fig. 7. Then,
in line with the SN’s transmitter, the half-rate RSC decoder
is adopted as the second component decoder of the RN’s
receiver. Consequently, a two-stage MSDSD-RSC decoder is
created for detecting the information-bit streams {un}N
n=1 at
each RN am, which is labelled as “Decoder” on the left of
Fig. 7.
In the spirit of GANC, arbitrary channel codes can serve
as the cross-layer NC. However, employing LDPC codes and
9Although perfect channel-estimation (CE) aided coherent detection typi-
cally outperforms its noncoherent counterpart by about 3 dB, for a realistic
practical CE, the difference becomes less substantial.
linear block codes for cross-layer NC was proposed in [13]
and [14], respectively. In our low-complexity system, we opt
for the conventional RSC code as our cross-layer NC and
demonstrate that this low-complexity RSC code is capable of
achieving a high performance. According to the ﬁrst signal
processing step stipulated in Section II-B, the coding rate of
the cross-layer NC scheme should be Rcode = 3
5 at both a1
and a2. As the second step, we concatenate a half-rate RSC
code with a 5
6-rate puncturer, where the octally represented
generator polynomials and the constraint lengths of the half-
rate RSC code are (5,7) and 3, respectively. As the third
step, a1 extracts half the bits from the entire set of parity-bits
ptotal as its parity-bit stream pa1. Similarly, a2 extracts the
remaining parity-bits of ptotal in order to create its parity-bit
stream pa2. Two punctures, namely “Punct.1” and “Punct.2”
of Fig. 7 are employed for the appropriate partitioning of the
bit stream ptotal. Furthermore, two interleavers, namely “π0”
and “πp” of Fig. 7 are employed for eliminating the potential
fading-induced correlation, as stated in Section II-B.
The same transmitter may be employed at the RNs a1 and
a2 as at the SN, in order to generate, as well as to modulate
the parity-bit streams pa1 and pa2 for the sake of creating the
transmitted signal frames of Pa1 and Pa2, respectively.
C. Destination Node Architecture
For appropriately complementing the SN’s and RN’s trans-
mitter architecture, ﬁve two-stage MSDSD-RSC decoders are
employed at the DN, which were introduced in Section IV-B.
They individually detect the information bit streams {un}N
n=1
and the parity-bit streams {pam}M
m=1 based on both the
despread signal frames {zsn}N
n=1 and {zam}M
m=1 as well as
on the information fed back by the cross-layer NC decoder of
Fig. 7. The extrinsic information and ap r i o r iinformation,
represented by E(·) and A(·) respectively, are interleaved
and iteratively exchanged within the two-stage MSDSD-RSC
decoder of Fig. 7 Id
inner times.
As a beneﬁt of the NC process implemented at the RNs,
the parity-bit streams {pam}M
m=1 carry redundant bits related
to the information-bit streams {un}N
n=1. After appropriately
rearranging the extrinsic information frames {E(un)}N
n=1
and {E(pam)}M
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becomes capable of providing ap r i o r iinformation for the
cross-layer NC decoder. Inspired by the JNCC scheme pro-
posed by Hausl et al. in [15], we fed back the extrinsic
information E [utotal,ptotal] provided by the cross-layer NC
decoder to the ﬁve two-stage MSDSD-RSC decoders of Fig. 7.
Naturally, the appropriate decomposition of E [utotal,ptotal] is
required for mapping E [utotal,ptotal] to both {A(un)}N
n=1 and
to {A(pam)}M
m=1. The ﬁve distributed two-stage MSDSD-
RSC decoders actually constitute a single composite decoder
conceived for cooperation with the cross-layer NC decoder
of Fig. 7. Hence this architecture may be viewed as a three-
stage MSDSD-RSC-NC receiver speciﬁcally created for the
DN, where the composite decoder is constituted by ﬁve two-
stage MSDSD-RSC decoder branches, acting in unison as the
MSDSD-RSC inner decoder, while the cross-layer NC decoder
acts as the outer decoder, as shown in Fig. 7.
Observe at the base station of [15, Fig 4] that there is no
FEC decoder for speciﬁcally detecting the RN’s parity-bits.
Hence, after entering the output of the RD link “y43” into the
“Network Dec.” of [15, Fig 4], the extrinsic information of
the “Network Dec.” can only be fed back to those particular
channel decoders, which are used for detecting the SN’s
information bits. This implies that the redundant information
contained in the RD link is utilized only once. However, as
a beneﬁt of its reduced propagation distance, the RD link
may achieve a higher integrity than the SD link. Hence the
original JNCC scheme proposed in [15] only partially beneﬁts
from the iterations between the channel code and NC, as well
as from the redundancy received via the RD link. Hence, if
we directly apply the original JNCC scheme of [15] to our
decoder at the DN of Fig. 5, it would be unable to exploit
the extrinsic information E [utotal,ptotal] provided by the outer
NC decoder for updating the ap r i o r iinformation A(pa1) and
A(pa2) during the outer iterations between the MSDSD-RSC
inner decoder and outer NC decoder. The resultant architecture
may be referred to as a “partial-iteration” based three-stage
MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder. By contrast, the proposed DN’s
receiver portrayed in Fig. 7 may be referred to as a “full-
iteration” based three-stage MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder, where
the ap r i o r iinformation A(pa1) and A(pa2) is updated
during each outer iteration between the MSDSD-RSC inner
decoder and outer NC decoder.
In order to visualize the discrepancy between the “partial-
iteration” and “full-iteration” based three-stage MSDSD-RSC-
NC decoders, the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) [29]
curves of their MSDSD-RSC inner decoders are compared in
Fig. 8, where the sizes of the source group and relay group
A were modiﬁed to N =2and M =2 , respectively10.I t
was shown in [30] that the area under the bit-based EXIT
curve of the inner code approximates the maximum achievable
coding rate of the outer channel code, while guaranteeing near-
error-free communication. Hence the “full-iteration” based
three-stage MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder always outperforms
its “partial-iteration” based counterpart throughout the entire
range of SNR values considered. In more detail, observe in
Fig. 8 that as a detriment of losing the redundant information
10The purpose of opting for a different conﬁguration with respect to that
illustrated in Fig. 7 in this simulation is to demonstrate the discrepancy
between the two schemes more explicitly.
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Fig. 8. EXIT curve comparison between the “partial-iteration” and “full-
iteration” based three-stage MSDSD-RSC-NC decoders, where different SNR
values are considered.
conveyed by the RD link, the EXIT curves associated with the
“partial-iteration” based regime fails to approach the point of
perfect convergence at (1,1) in the EXIT chart, which implies
that a BER ﬂoor is expected to emerge.
By observing the entire transceiver architecture of Fig. 7,
again, we infer that when the size of the source group, or of
the relay group A or B changes, we only have to modify the
number of two-stage MSDSD-SRC decoder branches involved
in the MSDSD-RSC inner decoder at the DN and then
appropriately adjust the coding rate of the network code at the
RNs and DN. The basic framework of the proposed transceiver
still remains valid. Hence the proposed noncoherent “full-
iteration” based three-stage transceiver also adapts to the time-
variant network topologies.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our simulations, we assumed that the component SNs of
the source group seen in Fig. 5 roam in each other’s vicinity.
Hence the distance between two SNs becomes negligible with
respect to that between the SN and DN (or between the SN
and RN). Accordingly, the entire source group is treated as a
co-located unit, when considering the geometric relationship
of the source group, relay group A, relay group B and DN.
The same assumption is also applicable to the relay groups
A and B. Hence the distances Di,j,i,j ∈{ sn,a m,b e,d} are
simpliﬁed to Di,j,i,j∈{ s,a,b,d},w h e r es,a,b,d represent
the source group, relay group A, relay group B and DN,
respectively. Moreover, we also assume having M = E =2
and that an identical cross-layer NC is employed by the relay
groups A and B. For the sake of concentrating our attention
on the GANC aided SRAN, we assume having no interfering
users i.e. W =0 . The main system parameters adopted in our
simulations are summarized in Table I.
When two SNs constitute the source group of our GANC
aided SRAN, the EXIT chart of the proposed three-stage
MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder at the DN is seen in Fig. 9. Observe
in Fig. 9 that an open tunnel exists between the EXIT curvesLI et al.: GENERALIZED ADAPTIVE NETWORK CODING AIDED SUCCESSIVE RELAYING FOR NONCOHERENT COOPERATION 1761
TABLE I
SYSTEMPARAMETERS
Channel Model Time-Selective Rayleigh Fading Channel
Path-Loss Exponent α =3
Normalized Doppler Frequency fd =0 .01
Destination Proportion Dsa : Dsb : Dad : Dbd : Dsd
≈ 1:1:1:1:1 .732
PN Sequence Gold sequence: Q = 127
Interfering Users W=0
Channel Coding half-rate RSC
Cross-Layer NC N
N+M -rate RSC
Memory Length of RSC v =3
Modulation Scheme DQPSK
MSDSD Observation Window Size Nwind =6
Inner Iterations of DN’s Decoder I
d
inner =2
Size of Relay Group A (or B) 2
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Fig. 9. The EXIT Chart of the DN’s three-stage concatenated iterative
decoder seen in Fig 7, where a 2
4-rate RSC code serves as the cross-layer
NC. The remaining parameters are listed in Table I.
of the MSDSD-RSC inner decoder and the outer NC decoder
of Fig. 7, when the system’s overall equivalent SNR value
reaches −0.4 dB. Furthermore, the associated Monte-Carlo
simulation based decoding trajectory closely matches the
EXIT curves and approaches the point of perfect convergence
at (1,1) in the EXIT chart. Correspondingly,an inﬁnitesimally
low BER is expected beyond SNR = −0.4 dB. This is further
evidenced in Fig.11, where the associated BER curve is seen
to drop rapidly to an inﬁnitesimally low value.
As stated in Section II-C, the ratio of the source group
size to the relay group size impacts both the potential user-
load reduction of the DS-CDMA system as well as the
achievable reliability of our GANC aided SRAN. For the sake
of investigating the effect of different source group size to
relay group size ratios, we added one more SN to the source
group. The associated EXIT chart performanceof the proposed
three-stage MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder recorded at the DN is
shown in Fig. 10. This time, an open tunnel exists between
the EXIT curves of the MSDSD-RSC inner decoder and the
outer NC decoder for equivalent SNR values in excess of 2.2
dB. According to (7), this observation is in line with the basic
philosophy that increasing the ratio of the source group size to
the relay group size is equivalent to degrading the coding gain
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of the cross-layer NC. Nevertheless, the beneﬁt of this is that
the potential user-load reduction imposed on the DS-CDMA
system is mitigated.
In the spirit of our EXIT-chart analysis, the BER perfor-
mance of different network topologies having different source
group size to the relay group size ratios is provided in Fig. 11,
where the source group size increased from N =2to N =6 ,
while the relay group size is ﬁxed to M =2 . It is demonstrated
in Fig. 11 again that increasing the source group size to
relay group size ratio will degrade the system’s BER perfor-
mance. However, this degradation becomes more negligible,
when increasing their ratio. As a beneﬁt of employing the
“full-iteration” based three-stage MSDSD-RSC-NC decoder of
Fig. 7, a signiﬁcant gain of about 10 dB is achieved compared
to the simulation results shown in [15, Fig 9] at a target BER
of 10−3.1762 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 61, NO. 5, MAY 2013
All the simulation results provided in this section are based
on the assumption that a perfect detection is achieved at
the RN. Firstly, this assumption is supported by our GANC
scheme detailed in Section‘II-C, where the speciﬁc RN who
cannot perfectly detect all the received SN’s information-bit
streams will be removed from the relay group. Secondly, as a
beneﬁt of the relay-aided path-loss reduction, as well as that
of employing a two-stage MSDSD-RSC decoder at the RN,
which has a powerful error-correction capability, the FER of
the RN rapidly drops to a sufﬁciently low level. Consequently,
we can successfully construct the GANC aided SRAN in the
manner proposed in Section IV with a high probability of
Psuccess. According to our investigationof the RN’s detection11,
the system’s equivalent SNR values, which are sufﬁciently
high for reducing the system’s BER to an inﬁnitesimally low
value for the cases of N = {3,4,5,6} as demonstrated in
Fig. 11, are also capable of increasing Psuccess beyond 99.9%.
This implies that for the N = {3,4,5,6} scenarios, the
perfect detection condition expected at both the RN and at
the DN can be simultaneously achieved for the SNR values
observed in Fig. 11. In the case of N =2 ,w eh a v et o
increase the SNR value from −0.4 dB to 1.44 dB in order
to simultaneously achieve perfect detection at both the RN
and at the DN. Therefore the associated idealized simplifying
assumption may not signiﬁcantly impair the accuracy of our
simulation results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we proposed a new GANC scheme.
Upon intrinsically amalgamating the successive relaying pro-
tocol with our GANC aided cooperation, the GANC aided
SRAN was created, where the typical 50% half-duplex
relaying-induced throughput loss was converted to a potential
user-load reduction of the DS-CDMA system. In order to
improve the practicality of our investigations, a noncoherent
iterative detection based transceiver was devised, which is
capable of adapting to rapidly time-variantnetwork topologies.
The assumption of perfect detection at the RN will be elim-
inated in our future research by invoking the soft forwarding
technique of [31] in our GANC aided cooperation.
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